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Stratesies for tha imnlementation of National Education policy (NEp)

The influence of ihe vision of our institute is profound and far-reaching. A well-crafted vision

statement of our -nstitute serves as a guiding light, outlining the aspirations and goals of our

institute. Here are some strategies for the implementation of NEP in our institute:

Setting Goals and Objectives: The vision statement provides a clear direction for the institute,

helping to set specific goals and objectives that align with the long-term visionof the institute.

These goals could include improving cumicular aspects, research and extension activities

infrastructure l:arning resources, and overall education outcomes.

Policy Formu ation: The vision of the institution serves as the foundation upon which policies

and strategies rre formulated. It provides policymakers with a framework for decision-making,

ensuring that initiatives and reforms are aligned with the overarching vision for education.

Stakeholder e lgagement: All the stakeholders directly or indirectly affect the policy-making of
the institution through various committees initiated for the development of students. The said

initiatives are internalized and institutionalized, and, play a major role in the continuous

improvement cf the quality framework of the institution in future academic years too.

Resource alloeation: The vision statement influences resource allocation within the institute. It
prioritized funding and investment in providing ICT/lnternet facilities in classrooms, purchased

sophisticated ir struments, and subscribed to e-journals.as

Curriculum d lvelopment: The vision statement informs curriculum development efforts, such

as providing value-added/Certificate/add-on courses to students and organizing

National/lnternational Seminars and Conferences on the pioneering aspectsof the pharmaceutical

Industry twice ,lvery academic year.

Quality Assunnce: The vision statement serves as a benchmark for evaluating the quality and

effectiveness o - educational programs and initiatives. It provides criteria against which progress

can be measurec, allowing for continuous improvement and accountability.
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7 . Global Comp ttitiveness: The vision of the college aims to enhance the nation's competitiveness

on the global :;tage by equipping students with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions needed to

thrive in the 21tt century. It emphasizes innovation, creativity,critical thinking, and adaptability to

prepare learner s for the challenges of a rapidly changing world.

The said stratryies are internalized and institutionalized and play a major role in the continuous

improvement c f the quality framework of the institution in future academicyears too which helps

to contribute tc the socio-economic development and prosperity of the nation.
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